PCA National Specialty Results, Des Moines, Iowa
held on September 7, 2020 for Obedience and Rally
Judge: Mr. Robert Burgin (Obedience)
Judge: Mr. Randy Capsel (Rally)

Highest Scoring Dog in Regular Classes (Obedience)

OTCH POMINO OAKHILLS CALIFORNIA POPPY.
TR25922301. 5/6/15. Brdr: L Temperato, GCH DOMINOS OUT THE MONEY - CH DOMINOS DIAMOND JUBILE'S CDX. Owner(s): Hillary Hunter

Highest Combined Score in Open B and Utility B (Obedience)

OTCH POMINO OAKHILLS CALIFORNIA POPPY.
TR25922301. 5/6/15. Brdr: L Temperato, GCH DOMINOS OUT THE MONEY - CH DOMINOS DIAMOND JUBILE'S CDX. Owner(s): Hillary Hunter

High Scoring Champion of Record (Obedience)

GCH BERNDOCK'S LAST VOYAGE AT SLEEPY CREEK CD OAJ OA TDI.
TS31880001. 9/14/16. Brdr: Angela Worzalla, GCH ASHLOR'S SMOOTH SAILING UD RE AX AXJ - ET'S LIVING THE BERNDOCK'S. Owner(s): Hannah Ralston

Obedience Novice B

FIRST PLACE - PILOT'S GOOD FLIGHT BN.
TS37818902. 2/18/18. Brdr: Don Bauer, Marilyn Bauer, CH PILOT CAPRICES CHUCK YEAGER - GCH CH PILOT LOCKHEED ELECTRA. Owner(s): Cathy Parker
**Obedience Open B**

**FIRST PLACE** - OTCH POMINO OAKHILLS CALIFORNIA POPPY.
TR25922301. 5/6/15. Brdr: L Temperate, GCH DOMINOS OUT THE MONEY - CH DOMINOS DIAMOND JUBILEE'S CDX. Owner(s): Hillary Hunter

**SECOND PLACE** - OTCH MY DOLLY MOLLY TWO SPOTS OGM UDX30 VER.
TR84013301. 2/3/09. Brdr: Jason Wattenbarger, MISTER NOAH LOTT - ROYAL PANDA ECHO. Owner(s): Nancy Muller MD

**THIRD PLACE** - GCH BERNDOCK'S LAST VOYAGE AT SLEEPY CREEK CD OAJ OA TDI.
TS31880001. 9/14/16. Brdr: Angela Worzalla, GCH ASHLOR'S SMOOTH SAILING UD RE AX AXJ - ET'S LIVING THE BERNDOCK'S. Owner(s): Hannah Ralston

**FOURTH PLACE** - CH WINGSSONG MOVES LIKE JAGGER UDX2 OM2.
TS26910701. 6/14/15. Brdr: Pat Jones, Chris Jones, CH WINGSSONG WATCH MY DANCE - CH WINGSSONG RAVE REVIEWS. Owner(s): Nancy Muller

**Obedience Utility B**

**FIRST PLACE** - OTCH POMINO OAKHILLS CALIFORNIA POPPY.
TR25922301. 5/6/15. Brdr: L Temperate, GCH DOMINOS OUT THE MONEY - CH DOMINOS DIAMOND JUBILEE'S CDX. Owner(s): Hillary Hunter

**SECOND PLACE** - SLEEPY CREEK'S RED SOLO CUP UD.
TS18060202. 8/23/13. Brdr: Candy Janke, Hannah Ralston, GCH CH ASHLOR'S SMOOTH SAILING UD RE AX AXJ - CH SLEEPY CREEKS CHILL N GOODTIME RN. Owner(s): Jeannine Charlier

**Obedience Beginner Novice A**

**FIRST PLACE** - MCK FRANCOIS HENRI.
TS14788802. 2/2/13. Brdr: Karen Lawrence, SIMAONS UNBELIEVABLE - DYSTYRD'S MYAH. Owner(s): Tara Anderson

**SECOND PLACE** - PRINCESS SOPHIA OF SUMMERVIEW HILLS.
**Obedience Beginner Novice B**

**FIRST PLACE - QUILLO REMINGTON STEELE.**
TS34112001. 3/5/17. Brdr: Mary J Hakel, GCHS CH FLINTER'S AIN'T HE A REBEL - GCH CH QUILLO COMING ATTRACTION AT JO-BEE. Owner(s): Regina Dinan

**SECOND PLACE - TOPFLITE NANRICH SHAKIN NOT STIRRED CGC TKI.**

**THIRD PLACE - FASHIONISTA BY MONARCH BN RI SCM SC NE SWN SCA SIA SBA.**

**Graduate Novice**

**FIRST PLACE - PILOT'S GOOD FLIGHT BN.**
TS37818902. 2/18/18. Brdr: Don Bauer, Marilyn Bauer, CH PILOT CAPRICES CHUCK YEAGER - GCH CH PILOT LOCKHEED ELECTRA. Owner(s): Cathy Parker

**Obedience Veterans**

**FIRST PLACE - OTCH MACH STARFLEET'S GOOD ADVENTURE UDX5 OM7**
TR92916703. 12/9/09. Brdr: Kathy Taylor, CH STARFLEET SPECIAL PROSECUTOR - STARFLEET MOONLIGHT TIARA . Owner(s): Cathy Parker

**SECOND PLACE - GCH CH MONARCH’S PERFUME & PROMISES CDX PCDX BN GN RM2 RAE2 SWN SIA SCE SBA CGC TKN FDC.**
TR79270901. 5/20/08. Brdr: Margie Riccomini, CH JOCO'S TUINLUV BRAVEHEART - MONARCH'S DAINTY DINAH-STEE. Owner(s): Norine Nieman

**Rally Novice A**

**FIRST PLACE- MCK FRANCOIS HENRI.**
TS14788802. 2/2/13. Brdr: Karen Lawrence, SIMAONS UNBELIEVABLE - DYSTYRD’S MYAH. Owner(s): Tara Anderson
SECOND PLACE - PRINCESS SOPHIA OF SUMMERVIEW HILLS.

*Rally Novice B*

FIRST PLACE - QUILLO REMINGTON STEELE.
TS34112001. 3/5/17. Brdr: Mary J Hakel, GCHS CH FLINTER'S AIN'T HE A REBEL - GCH CH QUILLO COMING ATTRACTION AT JO-BEE. Owner(s): Regina Dinan

*Rally Intermediate*

FIRST PLACE - GCG CH MACH MARRICS PIRATES TREASURE RN MXB MJS PJD MXF T2B2 SDPRO CGCA TKE.
TS24681301. 1/27/15. Brdr: Marcy Wyrens, CH MARRICS UP AND DOWN THE BOULEVARD - GCH CH LILLY'S STRAWBERRY FIELDS. Owner(s): Mary Hostetter, Marcy Wyrens

SECOND PLACE - FASHIONISTA BY MONARCH BN RI SCM SC NE SWN SCA SIA SBA .
TS26126901. 3/27/15. Brdr: Margie Riccomini, MONARCH'S JUMPING THE GUN - D'VINE'S ON THE EDGE OF GLORY. Owner(s): Norine Nieman

*Rally Master*

FIRST PLACE – GCH CH MONARCH'S PERFUME & PROMISES CDX PCDX BN GN RM2 RAE2 SWN SIA SCE SBA CGC TKN FDC.
TR79270901. 5/20/08. Brdr: Margie Riccomini, CH JOCO'S TUINLUV BRAVEHEART - MONARCH'S DAINTY DINAH- STEE. Owner(s): Norine Nieman